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Source: Apple.com new report from app analytics store company App Ani has crowned top iOS apps of all time. More than anything, rankings show that even as the iPhone changes and the operating system evolves, our habits haven't changed much when it comes to our favorite apps over the past few years. In fact, if
you try to guess the most popular iOS apps just by looking at your phone, you may not go too far. As Sarah Perez reports for TechCrunch, Google, Apple, and Facebook dominate the list of the top 10 most downloaded apps. Facebook's main app is first introduced, with Facebook Messenger in second place, Instagram
in fourth place and WhatsApp in sixth. Google's YouTube claims third place, and Google Maps is ranked eighth. Apple finds my iPhone comes in seventh place, while iTunes U ranks tenth. Rounding out Microsoft's top 10 Skype is in fifth place, and Twitter is in ninth. Source: Blog.appannie.com for all 10 apps, users in
the US lead the download. These apps have shown considerable staying power, and Perez reports that although most apps are more than four years old, they all still have millions of downloads a month. This means that these are the apps that the majority of users install when they get their first iPhone or iPad, and the
ones they install when they upgrade to a new device from an older model. Chances are very good that you have one or more of these apps installed on your iPhone or iPad. The list of the top 10 most profitable apps looks very different from the list of most popular apps, but the winners on that list are also a very logical
category, even if they may not be as easy to guess. As you might imagine, dating and entertainment apps dominate. Pandora leads, followed by messaging app line, dating app Zoosk, Apple pages, streaming service Spotify, dating app Badoo, Skype, MLB.com in-bat, dating app Grinder, and Game Line. Ironically, App
Annie says pandora's top ratings were driven by American users who essentially contributed all of its revenue. In addition, Skype was the only app that appeared on both the most downloaded and most lucrative list. At $9.99, Apple Pages is the only app on this list to generate all its revenue from paid downloads. All other
apps work on a freemium model. The pages bed free for all new iOS devices in October 2013, but its historic revenue earned its place on Annie's App list. Perez points out that many of the top apps by download and revenue are also top apps using monthly active - except when it comes to China. In China, where users
prefer local apps, none of the 19 apps in The Annie App's download and revenue ratings are in the top 50 by monthly active users. When it comes to downloading the most downloaded iOS games, Candy Crash, unsurprisingly, claims the top spot, and follows those popular homemade names Ninja Fruit and Angry Birds.
Perez points out that the top seven Games are based on the swipe mechanism, not out of 10 casual games, and all 10 over two years. Clash of Clans and Candy Crush are just two looks on the most downloaded and high income list, where Clash of Clans comes in first place and Candy Crush in second. While huge
companies like Google and Facebook dominate when it comes to filling out the most downloaded apps for iOs, Sarah E. Needlman reports for the Wall Street Journal that a handful of surprisingly small companies are behind some of the most popular games for the iPhone. While several heavyweight video games like
Electronic Arts landed a place on the list, Candy Crash of King Digital produced number one in downloads and number two in revenue. Supercell Clash of Clans appears on each list, as finnish company days and Boom Beach. The common adjective of the game on both lists is that they are free to download and play.
More from Gear &amp; Style Cheat Sheet: Thursday December 17, 2020 6:11 am PST by Hartley CharltonApple has adjusted the trade-in values of many of its products overnight. Some devices, such as iPads, have seen an average increase in value, while others, such as Macs, have experienced declines. Apple is
unsealing customers for upgrades by offering trading options on older devices in exchange for credit than a new purchase. The latest changes in the values of the trading program,... iOS 8.1 is here! The update enables Apple Pay on supported devices, brings camera rolls, adds some continuity features, and more. Read
our previous cover after the jump. At today's big Apple iPad event, they gave a quick preview of iOS 8.1, which will bring a few new... Read more (Image Credit: Future) After installing iOS 13, you may notice a surprising change in the built-in App Store app. With iOS 13, Apple took away the Update tab, which may leave
you wondering how to update your apps. While this is not the kind of thing you'd detail in the iOS 13 coverage coverage of all the big changes Apple introduced, this is important because some of us -- myself included -- don't let our iPhone apps update automatically. Who knows that your favorite app might publish an
awful redesign (Hello Snapchat! hello Twitter!) that you can try to avoid. Fortunately, the app update section is far from where it used to be. Instead, it is now buried in the top right corner of the App Store, behind its user photo. I didn't notice this at first because I assumed the notification badge next to my username was
something tied to my iCloud account, something Apple often does in the Settings app. Also, if you're curious, app updates work the same way for macOS Catalina and iPadOS.Here's how to find software updates on the iOS 13.1 App Store. Open the App Store, just as usual. (Image credit: Apple) 2. Tap your user icon in
the top right corner. (Image credit: Apple) 3. Scroll down a little bit to see the upcoming auto update section. (Just below are options for redemption and sending gifts Add funds to Apple ID and manage personal recommendations.) Tap Update All, or just update for specific apps. (Image Credit: Apple)Your apps will start
updating in your command. (Image credit: Apple) Having second thoughts about one of the apps on that update list? The left drag shows a large red delete button, which not only drops app updates pending but also removes the app from your phone. That may be a handy tool to know, now that removing apps with a
traditional long press of app icons is more complex in iOS 13 than previous versions. Version.
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